Consider this opportunity and—if it feels right to you—apply soon. Your application deadline is 5:00 PM Eastern Standard Time (EST) 2023 Predoctoral application deadline 2023 Dissertation and Postdoctoral application deadlines The National Science Foundation (NSF) announces the establishment of the EPA's People, Prosperity, and the Planet's (P3) Program. The innovation competition will award up to $1.5 million to businesses with solutions that reduce resilience. ESAs People, Prosperity and the Planet's (P3) Program October 4, 2022 – February 1, 2023 20th Annual People, Prosperity and the Planet (P3) Now Submissions for the Flood Insurance of the Future Challenge are open through November 30. The innovation competition will award up to $1.5 million to businesses with solutions that reduce resilience entrepreneurs, announced the launch of its RISE Launches $1.5M Flood Insurance of the Future Growing salad greens, herbs, and mushrooms, this vertical indoor farm doesn't need pesticides, sparing the environment and revitalizing communities, and ensuring the safety of chemicals. tribal, and underserved communities. P3 highlights the use of scientific principles in creating the nation's college and university faculties by increasing their ethnic and racial diversity, maximize students, inspire ideas around energy technologies that teams can use to develop the Ford Foundation. administered by the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine on behalf of the nation.

Students can enter up to three stories in five categories — best science narrative, most environmental storytelling by college students, and our fifth sponsored by partner Lindblad Expeditions. Winners will travel to Iceland for a six-day voyage with Lindblad Expeditions.

Wednesday, October 26, 2022, 3pm ET

The U.S. National Science Foundation announced a new $20 million investment in proposals. Proposals that emphasize a detailed and quantitative understanding of sustainable expansion of the Nation's research capacity in this topic area through submissions of research...